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Abstract 

On today's world, development of software has to be dynamic. Applications shouldn't get 
too big in complexity (too much compilation time, any error can break the whole 
application...) and shouldn't rely only on one technology (new technologies appear and 
make easier some jobs, and most importantly our app's technology could get outdated). 
So a distributed functionality between different services that communicate through their 
API's seems to be what most big companies are adopting. The project focuses on the 
design and creation of various services that can communicate with each other through 
web protocols, serving a full functionality of a system. For getting the services running 
and configured, a system for automated deployment will be used. After that, integrations 
tests of the full system will be done to see the limits of the platform and potentially finding 
performance issues. 
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Resum 

En el món d’avui en dia, el desenvolupament de software ha de ser dinàmic. Les 
aplicacions no haurien de ser massa grans (massa temps de compilació, qualsevol error 
pot trencar la funcionalitat de tota la aplicació…) i tampoc hauríen d'utilitzar una sola 
tecnologia (noves tecnologies van apareixent fent el treball més fàcil i encara més 
important, algunes tecnologies moren). Distribuir les funcionalitats en diferents 
aplicacions més petites que es comuniquen entre elles a través de les seves APIs és el 
que gran part de grans companyies estan adoptan. El projecte es focalitza en el disseny i 
creació de múltiples serveis que es poden comunicar per protocols web, i treballant 
juntes per servir tota la funcionalitat del sistema. Per aconseguir que aquests serveis 
s’executin i estiguin configurats, s’utilitzarà un sistema de desplegament automátic. 
Després d'això, es faran tests d'integració de tot el sistema per veure els seus límits i 
potencialment trobar problemes de rendiment. 
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Resumen 

En el mundo de hoy, el desarrollo de software tiene que ser dinámico. Las aplicaciones 
no deben ser demasiado grandes en complejidad (demasiado tiempo de compilación, 
cualquier error puede romper toda la aplicación...) y no debe confiar sólo en una 
tecnología (nuevas tecnologías aparecen y hacen más fácil algunos trabajos, y lo más 
importante es que la tecnología de nuestra aplicación podría quedar obsoleta). Así que 
una funcionalidad distribuida entre diferentes servicios que se comunican a través de sus 
API parece ser lo que la mayoría de las empresas grandes están adoptando. El proyecto 
se centra en el diseño y la creación de diversos servicios que puedan comunicarse entre 
sí a través de protocolos web, sirviendo una funcionalidad completa de un sistema. Para 
ejecutar y configurar los servicios, se utilizará un sistema de despliegue automatizado. 
Después de eso, se harán las pruebas de integración del sistema completo para ver los 
límites de este y potencialmente encontrar problemas de rendimiento. 
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1.  Introduction 

An Introduction that clearly states the rationale of the thesis that includes: 

a. Statement of purpose. 

The main objectives of this thesis are to explain and guide the whole process of               
designing, implementing and deploying a high-demand software application, in         
this case, a bank. Common tools and concepts will be explained as they are              
important in each decision for implementing some functionality or complying a           
requirement.  

b. Requirements and specifications. 

We’re going to implement a fictional bank which will have the capabilities of             
producing untraceable digital bills. The problem it solves is being able to pay             
without a central party knowing every move you do. This might be anti regulatory,              
but for the case we’re going to assume it isn’t and we have an opportunity of                
business here.  

- Each user should be able to have an account with their information, only             
accessible and modifiable by them and which can provide access to our            
services. Basically an authentication and authorization service. 

- Each user should be able to ingress money and see their balance. 
- Each user should be able to request a token (digital bill) and the bank              

should subtract the amount retrieved from its own account. 
- Each user should be able to consume a token, from another user or             

himself (it’s anonymous, so will not make any difference). Important: the           
token should be only consumed once. 

- The system should be highly scalable. For that it needs to be stateless. 
- Once retrieved a token, a user shouldn’t be able to retrieve another from             

the data already consumed during the protocol. 

c. Methods and procedures: 

In this project we will follow a parallel approach to development, since from the              
beginning on the design we will define each microservice API, allowing each            
service to be developed independently of the status of the others.  

All software developed by a third party used in the thesis is licensed under the               
Apache Software License 2.0 and/or MIT License. 

The protocol used for generating digital bills is a simplified version of the one              
described in [1], and will be explained in 2.1. 

d. Work plan: 
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Figure 1. Gantt Diagram.  

As explained in the previous section, all tasks could be parallel. (Except Client             
WASM, which needs the worker service to have implemented the cryptographic           
services). I decided to split them like this, two services at a time are manageable,               
and even good if they are related in some way (like Auth-API gateway and              
Worker-Workflow). Once I had developed the functionality for auth and          
api-gateway I started working with Kubernetes to be able to start deploying some             
services. At the end I created the integration tests with the client WASM. 

e. Description of the deviations from the initial plan and incidences that may            
have occurred.  

On first instance, Rust was picked because of its ability to compile to JavaScript.              
But that wasn’t possible, because OpenSSL (main library for cryptography used,           
is not compilable to JS). A different library, or an specific implemented one could              
solve this, but it is out of the scope of the thesis (It’s not a Server-Side issue).                 
Finally, client-wasm is just an executable that has the functionalities to retrieve            
digital bills. 
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1.1. Architecture basic concepts 

In this point, we’re going to get to know some concepts of architecture of software and                
why it is important.  

Any application needs a functionality, some capabilities that give some value to the end              
user who is going to be using them. In order to find a solution we first need to know that                    
there is a problem that needs to be solved. For example, a couple of popular cases of                 
companies that have been able to identify some problem and solve it: 

 

Problem to solve Solution Who 

Being able to watch movies 
and shows online 
on-demand. 

Video Streaming with high 
scalability and no 
downtime. 

Netflix 

Being able to book a 
transport to travel from 
point A to point B in the 
minimum time. 

Set of available drivers 
geolocated in a sharded 
database to pick the 
closest one to the user. 

Uber 

Table 1. Examples of architectures that were key to a business.  

 

These examples seem all pretty basic, and anyone can create some software to solve              
those problems by themselves. But the hardest problem to solve here is the one that               
comes when those services are used by thousands of people, at the same time. In the                
solutions column, there are some words in bold which are the key of the success for each                 
company, each one is going to be explained to introduce some architectural concepts             
with it: 

High scalability: The scalability concept is the ability of multiplying the computing power             
of some part of the server-side software. There are two ways to scale a server: 

- Vertically: Make the computing go faster. This is usually done by using a faster              
machine, although it’s important to have in mind that the software needs to have              
suitable multi-core tasks, in order to efficiently consume the resources. It doesn’t            
scale much since bigger machines have limits. 

 

- Horizontally: Make the software be run on multiple machines. This is usually            
done having exactly the same software on multiple machines and balancing the            
incoming load of all user requests between them. For this to be able to perform               
correctly, the software needs to be stateless (It doesn’t mind in which machine a              
user requests because nothing is saved in machine memory). This scaling is very             
powerful, and was partly of the case in Netflix’s success. 

 

Sharded database: This is a method for separating the database into parts so that the               
data is stored following a map structure. In the example of Uber, the key for the search to                  
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know which database to pick would be the area of the earth in which the geolocation of                 
the user is (Uber H3), so that only drivers in that location are retrieved from database. If                 
not, the great number of drivers and users would make the computation of the minimum               
distance impossible (in a reasonable time). 

 

So, we can see that the success of both companies is in being able to divide computation                 
or storage in different machines. Why was this not done before? Because at the level of                
infrastructure, having that many parts divided was a very tedious and error prone task..              
until containers and automated deployments came out. 
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2. State of the art of the technology used or applied in this            

thesis: 

The cryptographic literature used in the thesis is blind signatures, that have been around              
for long time but with problems in implementation due to protocols using it having to               
implement cut and choose methods that make them slow, a protocol will be explained in               
this section.  

On other hand, the concepts of microservices, containerization and automated          
deployment will also be introduced. 

 

2.1.  Creating untraceable digital bills 

2.1.1. Digital Signature 

For implementing the fictional bank, first of all, we need to know how digital bills can be                 
made. The concept of money, is to have some kind of token (set of claims) that the                 
central party knows has been produced by them and no one modified it (for example in                
the case of physical cash this is a bill). To produce something, that later can be assured                 
by anyone that you were the one who made it and no further modification was made, is                 
the process of digital signature. 

RSA-SHA256 Digital signature generation:  

- Given a private key (d, n) 
- One way hashing function SHA256 
- A message m 

 SHA256(m)  mod ns =  d  
Verification: 

- Given public key (e, n) 
- SHA256 
- A signature and message m 

 mod n SHA256(m)s e =   
 

So, with this capabilities we now have a method to trust some message that can be 
related to an amount of money, and this can be passed between users as a transaction 
and we’ll know that whoever has this, is some valid money that once was produced by 
the bank. But, with this model, the money can be easily traced by the bank, because 
whenever it signs the message, it knows the value of the signature and by that means it is 
possible, once that signed cash is used, to trace it back to when it was generated and 
then know who payed who. 
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So, how is it possible for the bank to sign something without knowing the actual value of 
the signature? 

 

2.1.2. Fair Blind Signature Protocol 

In the paper Fair Blind Signatures it is described how to do it using blind signatures and a 
cut-and-choose protocol. The protocol for implementation simplicity  has been reduced to 
the following: 

 

 

Figure 2. Digital Bill Protocol.  

1. The client generates 1..k commitments for the server, each commitment c is: 

 r HA256(u || v) mod nc =  e
* S  

Where: 
 key length  N =   
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 random(N  bits)  r =   
e, n) public RSA key  (  =   
 value of  bill || randomString(N  bits)  u =   
 uuid of  bill || randomString(N  bits)  v =   

| concatenation character  | =   
 
2. The server receives  and chooses randomly one commitment, not [c ,  , ..,  ]  C =  0 c 1 . c k−1  
to be “answered”, and send that index to the client. 

3. The client answers back to the server for each commitment, except the one chosen by 
the server with:   , ,  [r ,  , ..,  ]  R =  0 r 1 . r k−2  [u ,  , ..,  ]  U =  0 u 1 . u k−2  [v ,  , ..,  ]  V =  0 v 1 . v k−2  

4. The server computes C’ with R,U,V and compares that all values match c }  C − { selected

and the information is consistent, value of the bill is the same for each and each id is 
different. If so, the server signs the commitment selected previously which is the only 
which component are not known to the server. 

linded c  mod n  b =  d  
Where: 

d, n) private RSA key  (  =   

5. The client can then unblind the signature: 

 blinded mod n  s =  * r−1  
The signature provided along v and u is a valid trusted digital bill. And the signature is not 
known by the signer. 

 

2.2. Containerization and automated deployment 

2.2.1. Containerization 

Before getting into knowing how automated deployments work, lets see how it was done 
in the past and how containerization has improved things. 

 

Figure 3. Traditional Server.  
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This schema represents how it was first done, basically build the services on top of the 
operating system of a server directly. This had a series of problems: 

- Need of a running environment for each app. For example, if one app is Java, 
other is Python and other is Node we would need the three executables installed 
on the server itself. Even worse, if one app needed Java 8 and another Java 11, it 
would be difficult to have both since libraries and resources between them could 
collide. 

- File system possibly shared. It is very difficult to isolate the apps files and 
resources from each other on the same machine, a lot of work would need to be 
done in each server’s file system to be able to prevent that. 

- CPU is shared. Also very difficult to limit the amount of CPU an app can use, so 
even if programmatically it could be configured,  the reality is that one application 
could take most of the CPU slowing a lot the other ones. 

So, to solve this, the use of virtual machines started to become popular: 

 

Figure 4. Server running VMs.  

This allowed to run multiple VM’s on a same physical CPU. This solved all the precedent 
main issues. Then apps became very easy to interchange, because they were contained 
in a specific VM. But still the VM images were pretty big and some improvements could 
be done, so the containers appeared. 
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Containerized server.  

 

Containers are similar to VMs but containers have a more relaxed isolation, meaning that 
they actually share OS but have different filesystem, cpu, memory… This makes 
containers a lot more light and better suitable to continuously build them integrated with 
the code changes and easy to transport to the servers. The most used and popular is 
Docker which will be used in this thesis. 

In this way, we would have now the ability to isolate our apps of the infrastructure, but 
what happens if one app still goes down or has a slow down because of high traffic 
issue… ?  

 

2.2.2. Automated deployment 

This is where Kubernetes comes in. Kubernetes allows to deploy, scale and manage 
failures on distributed containerized systems.  

Kubernetes is a cluster, which is a set of machines called Nodes. A cluster has at least 1 
Node. Every node hosts a set of Pods, which are the deployment objects of kubernetes. 
Pods are managed through the control pane of kubernetes also known as master node. 
Each pod can run multiple containers, although it usually runs 1. 

 
Figure 6. Kubernetes cluster.  

2.2.2.1. Node Components 

- Kubelet: Agent that makes sure that containers are running healthy with the 
provided configuration of the master. 

- Kube-Proxy: It implements the Kubernetes Service concept. It manages each 
nodes network rules. 

- Container Runtime: It is in charge of running containers. 
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Figure 7. Node components.  

 

2.2.2.2. Kubernetes Building Blocks 

In order to be able to define how pods are deployed, you need to define the building 
blocks used. You need deployments to scale pods and in order for the pods to be able to 
communicate through them  and to the outside world, you need to define Services. 

 

Figure 8. Kubernetes Building Blocks.  

 

Pods 

Pods are the packaging for the containers, they serve as isolation for the containers. 
They are the basic building block that you can deploy. Each pod has their own IP 
address, and all containers running inside share network, so two containers can 
communicate each other within the pod with localhost.  

Pods can live and die, but never come back to life. What this means is that if a Pod dies, 
kubernetes just removes it and replaces it by a new one.  

Health of a Pod: Probes are the way in which kubernetes knows about the health of a 
Pod. Probes are periodically checks on containers. There are two kind of Probes: 

- Liveness Probe: Determines if the pod is healthy and running. 
- Readiness Probe: Determines if a pod is ready to receive requests. 

Any probe can be defined with three methods: 

- ExecAction: It runs a command inside the container. 
- TCPSocketAction: Check a TCP connection is successful in against a specific port 

in the container. 
- HTTPGetAction: HTTP GET request against the container. 
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The result for a Probe can be: Success, Failure or Unknown. 

 

Deployments 

Deployments are a declarative way to manage Pods, using ReplicaSets. Deployment 
wrap ReplicaSets and they are used in conjunction to ensure that pods are running in a 
desired state and are scalable. 

A ReplicaSet is a controller for the pods. They ensure that the number of pods requested 
are running, provide fault tolerance, can change the number of pods desired (desired 
state) and then it will scale to that number. 

Then deployments can scale ReplicaSets, and they support different types of 
zero-downtime deployments. Zero-downtime deployments are the concept of being able 
to change your application to a new version, without stopping the service, very powerful 
for software, like a bank which should never stop providing the access for their 
customers. It also provides a rollback functionality, that is used for, when updating a 
deployment to a new version of the software, if the new version has some bug, the full 
environment can be rolled back to the previous version. 

Example of a type of zero-downtime Deployment: Rolling deployment. (three desired 
Pods) 
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Figure 9. Rolling deployment.  

 

Services 

Since Pods live and die, you cannot rely on their IP because it is constantly changing, 
and also, IPs for Pods are assigned when scheduling a new deploy so there is no way for 
a client-side software to know that beforehand. That is why Services are needed, they 
abstract Pods IP addresses. Services also load balance between the pods, meaning that 
they distribute the load of requests equally between the available pods. 

Kube-Proxy, defined previously is what creates the virtual IPs for the services. Services in 
opposite to Pods, are constant. A service is able to find the pods associated to them by 
searching the a common label assigned to the pods. 

Now we know how kubernetes is able to run and manage distributed applications. But 
there is still something which is important that is the storage of information, it is needed in 
business to store information and be able to work with it, so we need in some way a static 
storage that won’t be deleted.  
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Volumes 

Volumes can be used to hold data and state of pods, because a Pod’s filesystem is 
short-living. Pods can have multiple volumes, and a container inside the Pod can access 
those volumes through a mountPath (sort of a connection link between a folder inside the 
container and the volume). 

 

ConfigMaps 

Lastly, most applications need environmental configurations as well as file configurations, 
these can all be set by using ConfigMaps. ConfigMaps are key - value pairs injected in 
the containers. The containers can access those values by either environment values or 
volumes with the type ConfigMapVolumes. For example in the case of a  file as 
configuration, the path of the file would be an environment variable and the file itself 
would be in a volume. 

 

2.3. Microservices and Monoliths 

2.3.1. Monolith 

A monolith is one web application in one language that does all of the requirements of the                 
software. This approach has given some problems: 

- Rigidness: One language means that everything should be done in one           
technology and one framework that we have to trust is going to be following              
development. Normally, if you want to be sure it’s going to have strong basis you               
pick a language that has been around for long time like Java and the same for a                 
framework, for Java would be Spring. But if it has been around for some time               
means that not many new things are going to come. You’d be always in the line                
between new and uncertain/old and certain. 

- Duplicity or Adapt to browser: Since in our case the code executed in the user’s               
browser has to implement a part of the protocol, it means that all cryptography              
should also be done in a language understood by the browser (only JavaScript,             
although there are ways around it as we will see). So it would mean, either pick                
JavaScript on backend and have the same crypto library for client and server, or              
duplicate it in a client library and a backend library in other language... and there               
is no need to explain that having two things that do the same thing is not easily                 
maintainable if it grows. 

- Scale everything: We would have to scale the full application, where maybe, only             
30% of it is used most of the time. This implies having things ready and not used                 
at all. 

- Slow deployment, more error prone: The biggest problem, if the app grows, it’s             
going to be slow on startup for deployment, difficult to understand, and if some              
bug appeared all the app could be potentially down. 

 

For these reasons, a Microservice architecture has gained popularity lately.  
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2.3.2. Microservice 

A microservice is, as its name says, a tiny piece of software. It should be focused on                 
doing a specific thing, and if needed some other functionality, it can call the API of other                 
microservice.  

The problems of the monolithic application now are easily solved: 

- Freedom to choose technologies: If you can have multiple services, they only            
need to implement a high-end protocol (free from any language or technology) in             
order to communicate with each others API, so it gives us the freedom to choose               
the language specific for the purpose the service is going to have. Since they are               
supposedly tiny, if the technology in which it was built goes deprecated, it should              
not be the biggest problem to try to migrate it to another one. 

- Independent from browser: If we now have the ability to create a single service              
that could do the other part of the protocol of the client, we “only” need that the                 
technology used for the cryptographic microservice can be understood for the           
browser, without having an impact on the rest of the application. 

- Dynamic scaling: For scaling, we could detect where are the bottlenecks on our             
platform and only scale the services that are being used most, making it more              
efficient and dynamic. 

- Better complexity handling: When the microservice architecture grows, we could          
decide to split a service, create new ones if a whole new functionality is being               
implemented, etc.. And new services would be technology free giving us the tools             
to be able to be on pair with the new things that appear over time. 

There is no good and bad decisions, so microservices is not the solution for all purposes,                
having this architecture means there are new problems to solve that with a monolithic app               
would not be that hard. 

- The biggest problem: deploy and infrastructure. Putting the services in the servers            
would be a tedious task, if done manually. On a monolithic architecture you would              
only need to put the application on a server, download its running environment             
and execute it, after exposing the port of your server your app would be already               
functional. In the counterpart, when you have multiple things to deploy means that             
for each one you have to download the running environment of each technology,             
start each one, create the networking necessary for services being able to            
communicate between themselves… It becomes complex beyond normal, and         
making a mistake is pretty easy. 

- Also, a problem is not breaking the APIs between services: since applications            
evolve, they receive and produce different things, each microservice should          
maintain all the other services updated with a good description of their API so that               
communications between them don’t give unexpected errors.  

The good thing, is that those two problems have been tackled in the community and               
making use of virtualization and versioning tools there are two pretty good solutions for              
both those problems: 

For deployment: Use containers and automation. (2.3) 
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For integration between services:  

- CI (Continuous Integration): This is the practice on software where there is            
continuously and automatically done a build and test change didn’t break the            
code. Usually connected with software versioning tools such as git. For example,            
we could define that each time a commit (change) is done on the master branch,               
the tests and build of our software are done. In case of using containers, we can                
even build the container from the successful tests and build of our software and              
push it to a container repository (such as Docker Hub).  

 

- CD (Continuous Deployment): This is usually done in combination with CI, where            
the deploy is also versioned and for each change or user request, a deploy on               
some environment is done. Used to test the deploy is working. 

 

So, with this tools is microservices always better than a monolithic service? The answer is               
still that it depends, building all these Containers/Automatic deployments/CI/CD is a           
complex task and if the software you are doing is not going to grow a lot or is not meant                    
to, probably the best is to keep it simple. 

In our case, although it will be pretty simple, we will assume it’s the beginning of a project                  
which later will have many more parts, and so starting to build it like this would make it                  
easier to grow on the future.  
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3. Methodology / project development:  

The Methodology is included in this chapter and should include all relevant methods that              
were utilized as well as research methods and measurements, software and hardware            
development, ... 

 

3.1. Implementation of the microservices 

Now that we know what we want to implement, how do we translate this concepts to the                 
real world? With all the information we have, we can start to define how the things are                 
going to be implemented. Throughout the process of design we’re going to stick to the               
rules of the 12 factor app [3]. 

3.1.1. Technology selection 

First of all we need to define how we are going to divide the functional requirements of                 
the bank into services. 

Authentication service 

Separating a first service that will only be in charge of user personal data and giving                
authorization to access other services seems like a good idea, since as said earlier, we               
are thinking that the platform can grow into a lot of services. The technology for this,                
given that we’re going to be generating signatures (tipical with authorization tokens such             
as JWT), a good choice would be a typed language, and if a REST HTTP server could be                  
easy to build, even better. Spark for Java is a REST framework that is pretty simple, it                 
takes advantage of arrow functions of Java 8 to create a very natural and comprehensive               
way of defining REST controllers. Then we need to know how this service is going to                
manage persistent data, users are linked to roles, permissions.. this kind of relationship is              
well described with the SQL model. So as database, PostgreSQL is going to be used. 

Worker and workflow services 

Once we have authentication and authorization for our services, we need to do the actual               
protocol of the modified Fair Blind Signature. This protocol relies on being able to perform               
cryptographic operations both on client-side and server-side. The best way to go would             
be to use a technology that can be used in both sides. Browsers use JS, but JS is not the                    
best language to implement a cryptographic protocol, the best would be a typed, low level               
language. Here we can find Rust, a language developed by Mozilla. It’s a language              
focused on security, and memory handling. It also can be compiled to WebAssembly,             
which can be executed by JS in the browser. So that will be our choice for the                 
crypto-library. 

But, if we picked rust for the protocol, does it mean that we have to implement the full                  
REST Service in Rust? Rust is low level, and low level languages are difficult to get                
complex services up and running, so development off the service of the bank in full Rust                
would be slow and complicated. We would want our REST Service to be easy to build,                
but then when calling to certain cryptographic functions, that our Rust library was used.  
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How can this be implemented? There are numerous ways, but one elegant way, would be               
to separate the bank into two services, and have both of them communicate through              
messages, one simple and fast protocol is AMQP, and its queue approach can be very               
useful for our scaling of services. We’re going to build a Remote Procedure Call, to               
emulate calling a function. 

 

Figure 10. RPC Protocol.  

Where our dynamic, non typed language can publish messages and receive responses            
from our rust library. We’ll call the rust library Worker. And the service which will manage                
the protocol, will be done in Python with Flask-Restplus (REST framework) and named             
Workflow. For the database of workflow, the same PostgreSQL technology will be used             
for persisting information. 

Api-gateway service 

So, we have 3 services: Auth, Workflow, Worker. Now, for a client it would be pretty                
complicated to know all the services and endpoints of each service. In these cases              
there’s usually a service implemented called api gateway, which as its name describes,             
it’s the gate to enter the services we provide. With the api-gateway a unique entrypoint to                
everything is provided. 

For the AG, which will really be a bridge that will have the information to connect to the                  
other services in our platform, we want it to also bring up REST easily. The api-gateway                
will also process the permissions to access the endpoints in our platforms, so that if a                
new service is implemented, it doesn’t have to worry about reading tokens to authorize              
users. For this purpose NodeJS and Express (REST framework) have been selected for             
their easy to use API and middleware functions. 

Middleware: Ability of some functions to be executed outside of the apps context. In case               
of ExpressJS, usually to parse common info in requests. For example we will use a               
middleware to verify the authorization token on the request only on the endpoints that              
need authorization. 

So our final microservices will be related like this: 
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Figure 11. Architecture at high level.  

 

3.1.2. Services design and implementation 

Before defining what each module is going to do exactly to comply the requirements, in               
order for them to be easily deployed and configurable, it’s necessary to define common              
procedures for all of them. 

Common Module Requirements 

First of all as we see, all communications will need to be configurable, so that the                
networks are easily configured. We will need those configurations to be from the             
machine’s environment variables, because they are agnostic of technologies. We also           
want to be able to generate a container automatically in our CI/CD platform and upload it                
to a repository that will be used when deploying the platform. 

 

This will be how from a change on the code, a new deployable unit will be ready for                  
deploy: 
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Figure 12. CI/CD pipeline. 

 

We start from our code base, which will be managed by a GitHub code repository. This 
repository will have a master branch, which will be the branch were our code lives, and 
from which we want to create new containers. When GitHub receives a change in the 
master branch, it will trigger our CI/CD platform, Travis CI which will be in charge of 
building, testing and if successful, creating a docker container to push to our repository of 
containers: Docker Hub. 

Travis CI is a cloud platform that can automate all the steps in a software to continuously 
assure it can be built and its tests are working. 

Docker Hub is like GitHub, but for ready to deploy Docker containers. This way, we 
separate code and technologies from what we want to deploy. 

Now that the software life cycle and configurations are defined, we can start defining the 
REST API for each service. 

 

Authentication service 

This service will be in charge of user personal data, and giving him a JWT to be able to 
authenticate and authorize him in the platform. 

JSON Web Token: A json web token is a standard on authorization technologies. It is 
basically a JSON signed by an authority. It is a structure separated by 3 parts. Headers, 
body and signature. 
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The headers define the algorithm by which the signature is performed, the body contains 
the information to be trusted, it always has at least three claims.  

- Issuer: The identification of the user authenticated. 
- Issued At: The timestamp of the moment this token was created. 
- Expires: The timestamp from which the token will no longer be valid. 

And the signature, the signature of those claims. For a session in a stateless platform, 
tokens are the way to proceed, since you can’t rely on a machine’s memory. Verification 
of a session becomes a cryptographic operation which only needs the public key of the 
authorization service. 

In the authorization service, there will only be a data model, User. Although if the platform 
grew, there would be a need of creating roles, to know which services can a user access. 
A user will consist of the following information: id (auto generated on database), 
username, password and email. 

Username and email should be unique. Passwords can’t be stored plain in the database, 
for obvious security reasons. So we will be using a salted hashing function for storing a 
way to verify a password is correct, without knowing the actual value.  

Salted hashing function: It is basically a normal hash, but a random byte array is 
concatenated to the input of the hash before computing it. This byte array will be stored 
along the hash in the database, to be able to recompute the hash exactly as it was done. 
The reason for this approach is that in case of our data being breached, an attacker 
knowing our algorithm (SHA-256), could compute a set of hashes of the most common 
passwords and compare if it exists on our database, that way the attacker could extract 
lots of passwords from our users. 

So, our final model which will be translated to a table in the database would be: 

ID USERNAME PASSWORD 
(HASHED) 

SALT EMAIL 

 

With this we can create the definition of our “/users” endpoint which defines our user list. 
We will define only a POST, since for all users, we will only want to create a new one in 
the list. 

For specific user functionalities the endpoint defined will be “/users/<id>”, given its id. This 
endpoint will be protected with authorization because it will display user specific 
information, and we want it to only be accessible by the user itself. It will define the 
following verbs: GET for getting a the user’s info and PUT for modifying it. 

We also need an endpoint for creating JWTs, that will be a “POST /login”. 

The implementation of the whole service is public on: 
https://github.com/brunorib/authorization 
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Workflow service 

This service will be in charge of managing users money, creating digital bills and 
consuming them. This service knows the cryptographic protocol at the level of messages, 
but does not do any cryptographic operation. 

Firstly a user needs to be capable of having money so a “/balance/<id>” endpoint will be 
created. This endpoints will implement the verbs GET to get the current users balance 
and PUT to add money to their balance. (We will suppose that this creation of money 
would be modeling a bank cashier) 

Then we get into the protocol of creating digital bills. The first step in the protocol is the 
user commiting to some computed values that afterwards will be verified. So the endpoint 
“POST /commitments” will create a new commitment from a user. We also need a model 
on database to store those commitments. It will be pretty simple: 

USER_ID COMMITMENTS 

 

This model will save the user which made the commitment, and a JSON containing the 
list of commitments. 

On the protocol, the server responds with a random number, so if the commitments are 
saved correctly, the server will respond with a random number between 0 and k-1. (Being 
k the number of commitments required by the server) 

That would be the basic functionality of the first step, but if we think about it, we need to 
add more comprovations so that a malicious user cannot manipulate the protocol. For 
example, if we don’t check the user’s current commitment when doing a new one, a user 
could inject a malicious commitment in an index and constantly request our service to 
save them and waiting for the server to respond with the malicious index, that way it 
would be the one not verified and the attacker would be able to trick the bank and 
produce an any-value untraceable digital bill.  

To tackle this problem, we need to check previous commitments and set a limit number of 
different commitments a user can do before answering back to the server, this way we 
can prevent brute force attacks. Now, to set a limit, a new field must be stored in the 
database with the commitments, getting our model to become: 

USER_ID COMMITMENTS ATTEMPTS 

 

Now for each request a counter is going to be kept if a user has previous commitments. 

In the second step of the protocol we will have to create a new endpoint “/answer”. The 
server will receive the answers for all the commitments except one. With those values 
and the ones saved in the first step, the service will call the RPC client to send a 
message to the worker, this message will contain all the information to verify and the 
commitment that will be signed if the verification succeeds. Once the response is 
received the service will respond with the blind signature. In case a user exceeds its 
attempts, he will be blocked from generating digital bills.  
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Lastly, we need to implement the part of the protocol in charge of consuming the 
generated tokens. A token will consist in the signature (unblinded by the user which 
requested it), the v (amount of money) and the u (unique identifier of the bill). So we will 
create a new endpoint in “POST /balance/token” which will create a new consumption of 
a token. The service will verify the signature using our RPC client to the worker service, if 
valid it will add the amount of the bill to the user’s balance. It will be needed to save the 
signature and unique identifier of that bill, so that no bill can be consumed twice. 

We have seen that after generating a digital bill, there are some values that can’t be 
reused. For one part the tokens for unique usage, and for other the commitments which 
can’t be reused after a bill has been produced with them. For that, we’ll make use of 
history tables, which before performing operations will assure it has not been done 
before. We’ll need two, one for commitments history: 

ID USER_ID COMMITMENTS 

(See that this time it needs and ID, because there can be multiple values for same user) 

 

And one for signatures of tokens history: 

ID USER_ID TOKEN_ID SIGNATURE 

 

The implementation is public on: https://github.com/brunorib/workflow 

 

Worker service 

This service is in charge of all cryptographic operations and verifications. It is an RPC 
Server which communicates to requests sent by the RPC client of the workflow service. It 
will receive JSON messages, which will contain an action and a payload for that action. 
There will mainly be two actions performed by the worker service: 

- checkFair: which will receive the commitments and answers and check that the 
commitments can be built with the given answers. If the check is correct, it will 
pick the not generated commitment and blind sign it. 

- verifySignature: This is a basic RSA signature verification, on the token described 
previously on the workflow service. 

The response to those will also be a JSON that will contain the status of the request and 
the data generated. 

The implementation is public on: https://github.com/brunorib/worker 
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Api gateway 

This service will be in charge of unifying the REST APIs of our other REST services. It will 
also check authorization to provide access to them. 

It will act like a proxy that for example if it receives a POST request to “/users” it will use 
an HTTP client to make that same call to the authorization service URL, and once it gets 
the response will forward it back to the client-side. 

JWT verification will be a middleware in front of the authorization required endpoints, for 
example for a POST to “/users” it wouldn’t be needed but for “users/<id>” it should. 

The implementation is public on: https://github.com/brunorib/api-gateway 

 

Client WASM 

This executable program will be what will interact with our platform, it will be able to 
produce digital bills for users.  

The implementation is on: https://github.com/brunorib/client-wasm 

To execute it you will need rustc installed. The installation and execution of this client are 
explained on the README file. 

 

3.1.3. Services deployment 

Now that we have all of our parts implemented, we can try to deploy them with 
kubernetes. First we need to know which images we are going to work with: 

- From our DockerHub, linked directly with the code we are going to get the 
versioned images of all our services: 

Owner Image Version 

brunoribca api-gateway 0.0.0 

brunoribca auth 1.0-SNAPSHOT 

brunoribca workflow-mq 0.1.0 

brunoribca worker-mq 0.1.0 

Table 2. Docker Hub owned images.  
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- The databases and AMQP server already have an image maintained by the 
creators: 

Owner Image Version 

postgres 9.6-alpine latest 

rabbitmq 3.7-management latest 

Table 3. Docker Hub public images.  

 

 

With this 6 images we are going to be able to have our platform fully deployed. 

For each image we are going to decide which environment variables it needs, if it needs a 
volume to persist data, a config map, and how many replicas we want. For a first 
approach, we are going to think of just 1 replica for each service: 

 

 

Figure 13. Kubernetes objects used and relationships.  
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Here we can see the building blocks are each colored in a different way. Remember that 
in this example it would be with only one replica in each deployment, but a deployment 
can have more pods and define deployments methods such as we have seen.  

We see that we need 7 deployments each one with a pod although we have 6 available 
images. This is because we need 2 databases, one for auth and one for workflow. 

We also can observe that we need 6 services, for the worker application we don’t need 
any, because nobody makes requests directly to the worker. The worker is a server that 
listens on messages on a rabbitmq queue and publishes them back in the response 
queue. The api-gateway is the service that will be public to the outside world. 

Lastly, the volumes we need are 6. Although only 2 persistent, for the two databases. The 
other four are ConfigMapVolumes that each represents a file: for the auth-db an initiation 
SQL script for the database is needed (in counterpart, it’s not needed in our python 
service because the db is also versioned with the code and the container initializes it if 
needed), in case of the worker it has the keystore where its private and public key will be 
stored (to sign and verify digital bills), same for the auth which needs a keystore to sign 
JWTs and the api-gateway needs the certificate (public key) of the auth to verify incoming 
requests with JWT authorization. 

All the building blocks can be described with a YAML file. Their descriptions for our 
project are public in: https://github.com/brunorib/kubernetes-deploy 

 

Following the README on the link, the platform is easy to deploy having a kubernetes               
cluster deployed anywhere (easier to have a local cluster). A quick guide would be: 

First it’s just needed to go into the folder configmaps/ and apply all the configs: 

$ kubectl apply -f . 

And do the same in order for the folders databases/, rabbitmq/ and lastly microservices/ 

 

We can see the status of the deployment with: 

$ kubectl get all 

 

Once all is ready, we can interact with the platform by calling our bash scripts in Client                 
WASM with the URL parameter set to the IP:PORT of the api-gateway service object (info               
on kubectl get all). 
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4. Results 

After being able to deploy, we need tools to check our performance, and the limits of our                 
platform.  

4.1. Single user tests ( Memory testing ) 

Single user tests, are useful to see how the data related to an user affects to performance                 
as the user generates more. 

For this we will use the executeSingleUser script on our Client WASM. what this script               
does, is for a single user requests and consumes a certain number of digital bills. 

We set it to 6000 retrievals (commitment and answer) of a token and obtained: 

 

Figure 14. Response time linear.  

And we found the first performance issue, that is very difficult to see at the level of                 
development. We see that the commitment time (blue line), grows linearly through            
requests and after 6000 retrievals a commitment takes 2 seconds. 

After investigating we find that since we have to review the commitments a user made, so                
that he can’t repeat any (for the security reasons explained in design). But there is a way                 
to avoid this, searching in lists is linear time, but obtaining an object in a HashMap is                 
constant. We can apply this to the database. For that we will need a new column in the                  
history table of the commitments: 

ID USER_ID COMMITMENTS HASH 
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And now, everytime we search for a commitment, we find the commitments that have the 
same hash as the one searched and then compare. After applying this change, the 
docker image gets generated automatically and we only have to redeploy. 

 

Run the same test again and: 

 

Figure 15. Response time constant.  

We have solved the issue. We now can see that both endpoints used in a retrieval are                 
constant. Answer is the one that takes longer because uses the worker service for              
cryptography. 

We have an ideal memory handling and we can get to try to stress our platform. 

 

4.2. Multiple user tests ( Load testing ) 

This test is the one that is most real-life type. If this test goes correctly and supports a                  
load we think will be the maximum, it will mean our app can support the service we want                  
to provide. 

We will use the executeMultiUser script on our Client WASM. This script runs parallely a               
certain number of executeSingleUser scripts with different usernames. 

Configured to 100 users and 100 retrievals per user (total of 10.000): 
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Figure 16. Response time with big number of requests.  

 

We see that this time, it is not as linear, because with multiple requests at the same time, 
the server is busier. We see that there are spikes of 7 seconds of response time.  

To have information clearer, we take some statistics: 

Total time of test: 336.525 s 
Total number of retrievals: 10000 
Retrievals/s: 29.71 
Mean request time: 1.025 s 

So, we see that on average a user can get a token in 1 second, at a load of nearly 30 
retrievals per second (60 requests per second). That is a good stat, but we want to look 
better to how response times vary, so we can plot a relationship between the percentage 
of requests that take longer than a certain threshold: 
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Figure 17. Threshold requests. 

With this information we see that 90% of requests got answered in less than 2 seconds.  

This was all done with only 1 replica of each service, we can try to scale: we will create 2                    
replicas more on workflow and worker. So, in the kubernetes-deployments/ repo, we need             
to modify those two deployments inside the microservices folder, and set replicas: 3. 

 

Figure 18. Threshold improved.  
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We can see that the curve is much better now (has less irregularities too), and nearly                
80% of them take less than 1 second. We can say that with only one command with                 
kubernetes, we just made our platform faster. We can look at the stats: 

Total time of test: 249.61 s 
Total number of retrievals: 10000 
Retrievals/s: 40.06 
Mean request time: 0.7037 s 

 

The platform now could be better studied and try different deployments and try to find the                
optimal one for what we need. Also, on a local machine we depend on the specs of it, if a                    
Cloud provider with kubernetes was used, it could improve a lot more. 
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5. Budget 

The full cost of implementing this thesis is the time consumed and hardware, all software               
libraries are licensed under MIT or Apache. 
 

- Components list with approximate costs, developed by a Software Engineer: 
 

Service Time spent Rate 

api-gateway 20h 20€/hour  

authentication 60h 20€/hour 

workflow 70h 20€/hour 

worker 80h 20€/hour 

kubernetes-deploy 20h 20€/hour 

Client WASM 20h 20€/hour 

   

ALL 270h xAllTimeSpent 

  5400€ 

  x130% (Social Security) 

  7020€ 

Table 4. Salary Software Engineer.  

 
- Hardware: 

 

Device Cost 

MSI (16 GB RAM, i7 CPU) 800€ 

Table 5. Costs hardware  
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6. Conclusions and future development:  

This project has been exciting to develop, today there are a lot of tools for making the life                  
of a software engineer easier, and I really wanted to take a step into them.  

Being able to create something that just came to mind when reading a paper on digital                
cash and in a way that is very dynamic and professional has given me the push to being                  
able to take it further when I might have to do something similar in the future.  

I think this thesis is a good tutorial on how to enter in the world of microservices, and                  
other students will be able to take value reading it. I hope they can try to even do the next                    
steps I would have liked to do. 

Next steps: 

- Deploy this in a kubernetes cluster in Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud or             
some production ready environment. There is where the scaling can shine.  

- Implement Readiness and Health Probes to accomplish a better handling of           
containers. 

- Make the scaling of the app dynamic: For example, if we see that one app is                
getting too much load (slowing down), a new replica could be deployed calling the              
api of kubernetes. 
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Glossary 

A list of all acronyms and the meaning they stand for. 

REST: Representational State Transfer 

JWT: JSON Web Token 

JSON: JavaScript Object Notation 

CI: Continuous Integration 

CD: Continuous Delivery/Deployment 

AG: Api gateway 

AMQP: Advanced Message Queuing Protocol 
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